


Imagine a place where you can fly and be as light as a 
feather or as heavy as an elephant. A place where you can 
live upside down and where instead of walking you dance to 
the music that transforms from a record player ... a place 
where the floor wobbles and the simplest and most everyday 
action becomes the biggest challenge i extraordinary. 

Back 2 Classics proposes a fresh, close and intimate 
trampoline show for the whole family. A show where the 
trampoline takes on a life of its own between the follies and 
acrobatics of its protagonist. A show full of humor, poetry and 
caroms that will change the concept we have of the 
trampoline. Do you want to be part? You are all invited!

Technical Raider

Original Idea: Cia Planeta Trampolí
Performer: Angel de Miguel Garcia

Direction and production by : Cia. Planeta Trampolí 
Artistic Direction: Circ Vermut

Costumes: Maria Teresa Garcia Major

Cast

Performance space: 8m (W) x 8m(L) x 7m (H)
Flat Floor
Assembly and warm-up: 3h
Disassembly: 1h
Lenght: 40 min (aprox.)
Sound system provided by te company
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Planeta Trampoli is a contemporary circus 
company created by Angel de Miguel in 2017 with 
the aim to build an artistic language around the 
trampoline which connects circus with all kinds of 
audiences.  Back2Classics is the first show 
emerged from this research.

Angel was trained in the Rogelio Rivel Circus 
School (Barcelona) and in Centre National des 
Arts du Cirque(France) in the specialty of 
trampoline and perfected his technique in the High 
Performance Sports Center in Sant Cugat 
(Barcelona). He is co-founder of BotProject circus 
company which toured around Europe with the 
show Collage with more than 350 representations.

Angel has also took part in several creations 
with different european circus companies, as well 
as a trampoline specialist in several tv comercials. 

For the last 10 years he's been trampoline 
teacher in Rogel io Rivel Circus School 
(Barcelona), in circus youth school of Ateneu 
Popular de 9Barris (Barcelona) and in Associació 
de circ Cronopis (Mataró) among others.

Planeta 
Trampolí



Angel de Miguel - Planeta Trampolí 
+34 670 33 44 03 


planetatrampoli@gmail.com

www.planetatrampoli.com

ALINA VENTURA - LA MALETA DELS ESPECTACLES 
+34 652 35 64 93

info@lamaleta.cat

www.lamaleta.cat

Booking Company

With the collaboration of:

http://www.planetatrampoli.com
http://www.planetatrampoli.com

